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patterns and cement aberrations in the
and then come back just a bit. I’ve always
walls of Fort Casey, a nearby historic
found this sage advice in the darkroom,
military facility. I thought they might
where, for example, I’ll push an image
Wayne LevinCreativity Questions
make
abstract
photographs
until it’s too contrasty in order to know
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that computers were useless. He said,
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cement walls that I quickly abandoned as
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imagine his response if he were alive
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EndNotes: Bill Jay
Mitchell Kanashkevich
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today! We live in an answer-oriented,
Everything is made with a purpose, but
ever, last year,
in preparing an exhibition
short rather than push something beyond
Wikipediated, data-overloaded, informathe intended purpose is not the only way
of my Made of Steel work, I realized this
its limits. Don’t be timid. Remember the
tion age. It is almost like science fiction
it can be used. As I run across new ideas,
project would present better on a textured
advice of Goethe: “Boldness has genius
how readily information is available to us.
new products, new procedures, or new
background paper rather than traditional
in it.” If you’re going to make the trip
Answers are a dime a megabyte.
paradigms, I habitually and reflexively
photographic white paper stock. Pushing
anyway, see it through to the very end!
ask how I can use this new thing in my
this idea further, I realized it would be
But, art is the pursuit of questions. Art is
work. Take, for example, Adobe Acrobat.
a much more interesting project if each
The trick in this, of course, is not the
wonder. Art is inquiry. Art is a peek into
I first became aware of this soft ware
background were unique. The answer was
“going too far,” but rather the next step of
the mysterious. At its best, art is, like life,
in 1998, when Acrobat was in its early
to repurpose these Fort Casey cementcoming back just a bit. We need to know
asking the right questions — and the right
stages — version 3. Acrobat was originally
wall photographs by modifying them
that we’ve gone too far. We need to know
questions are so often more important
intended as a document-sharing format,
to be light, tinted visual backgrounds.
that we need to come back just a bit. But
than the answers we find. Over the course
for use primarily in business, government,
By asking What can I do with this? I was
how can we possibly know this unless
of my thirty-five years in photography,
and the graphics industry. Fine, but what
able to use these images in a completely
we push our ideas, our vision, our execuI have invariably found that asking certain
can I do with this? I was immediately
unintended and unexpected way.
tion, our process so clearly beyond what
questions is one of the most fruitful activiintrigued with its potential as a publishing
is reasonable that we can recognize that
ties in which I can engage when working
and delivery platform for fine art photogIn essence, I think this is a classic case of
we’ve passed the apex of excellence and
on a photography project — particularly at
raphy and multimedia.
not allowing our thinking to be limited by
begun the decline into “overdone?”
the beginning of a project. Come to think
definitions. I know what it is, but what else
of it, perhaps it’s even more important
Our use of Adobe Acrobat as a publishing
can it be? How can I adapt it? With modifiSome people confuse “How far can I take
when nearing the end of a project.
platform for LensWork is anLens
implementacation,
what
could
it
do?
With
every
idea,
this?” with a closely relatedLquestion,
Work
ensWork
tion of the soft ware for which it was not
with every product, there is the potential
“What are the limits?” These are not the
But what are the right questions? Clearly,
primarily intended. That the soft ware
that it can be useful in unintended ways.
same question. By focusing on the limits,
there is no single, universal response —
works elegantly for LensWork Extended is
As a habit, employing this type of curiosit is far too easy to give up too soon.
you weren’t expecting one, were you? —
more accidental than it is purposeful —
ity is a productive way to think creatively.
Rather than apply the brakes before you
but I cannot resist at least attempting to
but who cares?
hit the brick wall, accelerate through the
Born in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, in 1959, Shaun O’Boyle spent his grade
offer some for consideration. So, here are a
How far can I take this?
brick wall so you can discover where the
and high school summers working on jobs and projects with his father,
few of my oft-visited old friends and a few
Here is another example: I became fasIt has often been said that we don’t know
true limit resides. Some postulate that
who was a carpenter. After graduating from high school he moved to New
cinated with photographing the blotchy
if we’ve gone too far unless we go too far
Orleans, where he took a job working on a dry dock at a shipyard. “This
job was pivotal for me and taught me many things. For one, it sparked
8
9
an interest in industrial subjects that continues today, but I soon learned
that I didn’t want to be a laborer for my life’s work, which gave me the
motivation to seek a higher education.” Seven years later he earned a
Bachelor of Fine Arts (majoring in architecture) from Parson’s School of
Design in New York.
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Bethlehem Steel

While working at the shipyard he had taken along the Yashica 35mm
that he had bought right after high school. Since then, his interest in
photography and architecture have paralleled each other. “Most of my
photographic subjects have been of the ‘built environment’ in one shape
or another.” While attending PSD he continued to photograph industrial
subjects. “Working with my father as a kid, and later working in the
shipyard, served to develop an interest in these subjects. Even though
I didn’t have a desire for the kind of labor a shipyard demands, I was
deeply impressed with the complex structures and massive scale found
at big industrial sites, and I became interested in the stories they could
tell.” That interest has stayed with him for more than 20 years now.

T

he Bethlehem Steel project began when I drove through the city of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, four hours from my home. I was awestruck by the sight of the massive mill
and acres of buildings standing desolate. I have a deep interest in industrial sites, and had
photographed other areas of Pennsylvania related to the steel industry. Bethlehem was
once the second largest steel mill in American, and had numerous divisions producing
railroad rails, enormous ships, armor plating for the U.S. Navy, steel for skyscrapers, and
by
more. In its heyday the mill provided a wide range of jobs for the community, with a daily
influx of thirty thousand workers. After the decline of the steel industry in the ‘90s, Bethlehem began to shut down operations, eventually filing for bankruptcy in 2001. Now, the
1,800-acre site stands as a monument to a bygone era. So, here I was, asking myself: Where
Shaun O’Boyle
does a photographer start (or know when to stop) in a place so overwhelmingly rich with
photographic storytelling?

Shaun has produced four print-on-demand books: Bethlehem Steel, The
Boatyard, Cape Canaveral and Kennedy Space Center, and The Asylum.
He works at an architectural firm as a designer, and lives in Dalton, Massachusetts, with his wife, Wendy, and daughter Aisha.

In an effort to revitalize the area, many ideas were being discussed about how the land
might be reused for cultural, recreational, educational, entertainment and retail development. Knowing this, I made frequent overnight trips to Bethlehem. My sense of urgency
was justified when access to the site was closed just one year into the project. Demolition
would soon begin, in order to make way for a new casino. Now the site is unrecognizable.
Many of the buildings have been removed and construction of a hotel, casino, and parking
lots is underway. Time moves on, and therein lies the classic photographer’s lesson: don’t
wait until your opportunity is lost.
Although most of Bethlehem Steel will be scraped away, I was relieved to learn that the blast
LensWork
furnaces and the huge quarter-mile long #2 machine shop — among other
buildings — will
be preserved for the purpose of tours by the National Museum of Industrial History. I feel
honored to have been there in its final days. Many laborers spent their working life in one
area of the mill, rarely seeing other shops, yet I freely wandered the site, transgressing old
invisible bounderies, making final images. On each shoot I aimed to preserve the character
and history, as well as capture the remarkable scale and complexity of the mills. Beyond
that, a large part of my interest was to gather the visual signs that would tell the stories of
the steelworkers who came here each day to build something larger than themselves.

Rabari

I discovered an appreciation for industrial places while working as a laborer at a large
shipyard in New Orleans. Just out of high school, I would bring a small pocket camera

Website:
Works with:
Represented by:

with me to take snapshots of last light on the hulls of massive tankers and cargo ships in
Born
in Minsk, Belarus (in the former USSR) in 1981, Mitchell Kanashkevich emigrated
www.oboylephoto.com
and fruitful
photographic
with industrial
subject
with
his 5D
parents
to for
Australia
at the age of ten. “I developed an interest in creating dry-dock.
images I have kept aAnlong
additional
22 images
are included inrelationship
LensWork Extended
#77,
Canon
(digital)
this project.
matter
as well as an audio interview with the photographer.
when I was old enough to scribble with a pencil.” Drawing satisfied his creative urge
for since then.
Seeking Representation

a long time, but while studying filmmaking at University of Sydney he discovered that
he was primarily
interested in the visual side of cinema. “So I decided to buy a digital
16
camera with which I could experiment endlessly.” After graduating he wanted to travel,
and states that “soon I found himself addicted to both travel and photography.”
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Signed, limited edition prints available. See his web site.
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Rigor and Surrender

Mitchell currently makes his home in Sydney, Australia, with his wife, Tanya.

An additional 8 images are included in LensWork Extended #77,
as well as an audio interview with the photographer.
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Bruce Barlow

My son and I are working with Eugene Friesen, a three-time Grammy
Award–winning cellist, on his instructional video to teach cellists how to
practice. Eugene is a wonderful guy, with an orientation to playing music
that’s, well, spiritual. I find that his ideas apply to photography.
Eugene talks of rigor and surrender as the cellist’s path. Rigor, for Eugene,
is all the technique of playing a cello: how to bow, how to finger each note,
how to move his hand up and down the neck. I call similar photographic
tasks Mechanics (stolen blatantly from Fred Picker): setting up the tripod
and camera, determining exposure, setting the lens, putting in the film
holder, clicking the shutter. These require no creativity, and in fact, one is
helped if they are so well-practiced as to be automatic, performed with as
little consciousness as possible. Setting up a camera should not be a spiritual
experience.

happens that is greater than the notes on
the page. He’s one of the best improvisers on the planet, and he says that his best
improvisations come from somewhere,
he really doesn’t know where, when he
surrenders himself to the music. He firmly
Kutch
Dimamond
believes
that surrender can happen only
if the rigor has been thorough beforehand.
58
He can’t
think about how to hold his bow
while trying to bring something universal
into a piece. Surrender is, in his mind,
a spiritual act. I think he’s right, and it
applies to making images.

not properly engaged). “It’s boring” (weak
emotional response, failed connection to
the heart).

At our workshops, we always introduce
some terminology to help us along: Head,
Hands, and Heart. We credit Rudolf
Steiner, who developed Waldorf education, a form of elementary and secondary
education with very specific ideas about
curriculum and teaching methods. Steiner
believed that a proper education for children meant that we teach children to have
a balance between head, hands, and heart
in their lives.

Hand issues are the easiest to correct, and
head issues can be helped fairly easily, too.
Heart issues are, for me, far more difficult
to remedy. Heart remains the mystery
I experience in photography. I think
the heart manifests itself when we can
surrender. I have trouble surrendering.
For me, it is spiritual, and that’s not easily
achieved. Surrender requires tapping
deeply into all of my emotions. Surrender
is scary. I have seen many (mostly males)
who hide behind equipment and Mechanics to avoid the vulnerability that must
accompany surrender. OneLrecent
student
ensWork
admitted as much, but then, bless him, he
had a breakthrough and went away with
a commitment to try to learn to surrender
and find his heart.

We can use head, hands, and heart to
diagnose where we fall short. I encourage
students to examine all of their proofs and
analyze where each image fell short of the
right balance: Head? Hands? Heart? They
always find the imbalance. I also encourage them to be tough on their best efforts:
how could you have made the image even
better?

At a recent workshop, I reminded students that Ansel had five minutes to set
Similarly, our best photographs balup and make Moonrise. Do you think he paused to feel the spiritualLexperiance a clear subject (head) with good
ensWork
ence of leveling his tripod? Other students were there in a figure workshop.
craft (hands) to elicit a strong emotional
suggestion
from
put
me on an indirect path to “The Akule.” He recomSome pretty young lady has just simple
taken her
clothes off
justa friend
for you,
I told
response (heart)—from ourselves and, we
mended
that I photograph
the dolphins
that frequent the sandy bottom and coralhope,
reefs a wider audience. Weaknesses in
them, do you want to be a clumsy
oaf adjusting
your lens? Practicing
rigor
of Kealakekua Bay on the Kona Coast of the island of Hawai’i. While photographingany
theof the three are evident in criticisms:
pays dividends.
dolphins I often came upon these amazing schools of fish. Soon I was hooked.
Born in Los Angeles in 1945, Wayne Levin was introduced to photography at a very young
“I don’t get what this picture is about”

A

The Akule

Thewhen
Big-eyed
Scad of Hawaii
age when his parents bought him a Brownie Camera. “I loved it. Even if I didn’t have any
For Eugene, surrender occurs in the performance — the time
the artist
(weak subject, lack of clarity in the head).
The word akule is Hawaiian for Big-eyed Scad (Selar Crumenophthalmus). Akule are about
film, I loved looking at the world through my viewfinder. It reminded me of looking through
surrenders to the music, and becomes a conduit through which something
“The print is muddy” (weak craft, hands
six inches in length, and cluster in tightly synchronized schools ranging from several
a train window — and I loved trains.”
hundred to more than ten thousand fish. They move with astounding coordination, and
when tightly
packed the school takes on the appearance of living sculpture. As predators
After graduating from high school he enrolled at Brooks Institute of Photography. He
40
approach and interact with the akule, the shape of the school responds as one body. It’s
attended Brooks from 1962-63, “then I dropped out in ‘63 to become involved in the Civil
truly mesmerizing.
Rights Movement.” Later, he attended the San Francisco Art Institute, where he earned his
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography in 1979. He continued his education at Pratt Institute
in Brooklyn, New York, where he earned a Master of Fine Arts in 1982.
His informal education came by way of traveling and photographing around the world from
1968-70, then through Japan, Korea, Mexico and Central America in the early ‘70s. He also
worked with a number of architectural photographers in Los Angeles and Honolulu.
“I had several teachers at the San Francisco Art Institute who influenced me, in particular
Linda Connor, Ellen Brooks, John Collier, Larry Sultan, and Henry Wessel. In my earlier
years a number of photographers inspired me: Paul Caponigro, Walker Evans, Henri
Cartier-Bresson, Tony Ray Jones, Minor White and Wynn Bullock — to name a few. Later
I was inspired by Josef Koudelka, Sebastião Salgado, and my teacher, Linda Connor. In later
years I have been more inspired by music, particularly jazz and classical, especially vocal
music.”
Wayne received a National Endowment for the Arts Photographer’s Fellowship in 1984. His
monograph, Through a Liquid Mirror (Editions Limited, 1998) was selected as the Book of
the Year by the Hawaii Book Publishers Association.
Wayne moved to Honolulu last October, after living in Kona for 17 years. “I am grateful to
my wife, Mary Belanger, for her support.” They have a 17 year-old daughter, Elise.
Website:

www.waynelevinimages.com

Works with:

Nikonos V fi lm cameras with wide-angle lenses and natural light.

Represented by:

Robert Koch Gallery, San Francisco, CA; Rosenberg & Kaufman Fine Art,
New York, NY; The Contemporary Museum Shop, Honolulu, HI
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the focus of this article on the creative process — a technique for musicians that is highly
recommended for photographers as well.
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OK, now let’s quickly define art for our
purposes.
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Wayne Levin
The Akule

Schooling is a prevalent piscine behavior that may reduce friction for individual fish, but is
clearly a defense mechanism. By creating the illusion of a larger mass, the school intimidates
and also confuses predators by offering too much shifting visual data. When observing these
extraordinary communities, one begins to question if the “individual” is the single fish,
or whether each fish is much like a single cell in a larger body. As seen in the movements
of certain flocks of birds, the schooling of the akule appears as though there is one shared
mind at work. One can’t help but wonder: how do they do that?
Although I have recently moved to Honolulu, it was while living in Kona that I photographed
the akule. Captivated by the behavior of schooling fish, I photographed them for a total of
four years. The project has two distinct time-frames and locations, however. From 2000-2003
I photographed while free-diving (breath-holding) in Kealakekua Bay. To find the schooling
fish I would first hike up a trail that gave me a view of the bay. Using polarized sunglasses
by
I could spot the school in the water, note their location,
hike down and swim out to photograph them. Eventually the schools disappeared — perhaps due to net fishing, or migration.
Several years later I found other schools in Keahou Bay, where I continued photographing
for over a year. This area has quite a lot of boat traffic, which required a different approach.
Free-diving requires surfacing regularly (not a good idea with power boats nearby) — so for
safety, and a prolonged look at the akule,Wayne
I photographed
Levinin Keahou bay with scuba gear.
So, this project works into my twenty-year multi-faceted photographic study of the ocean
and aquariums that includes humans in water, marine creatures large and small, and the
wreckage of manmade artifacts. The subject matter is virtually endless, with plenty of
An additional 15 images are included in LensWork Extended #77,
mystery and beauty waiting
to be discovered just under the surface.
as well as an audio interview with the photographer.
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Mitchell learned the technical side of photography through trial and error. “The technical
aspect has relatively little significance throughout my body of work. Whatever I learned
about photographing people I learned from simply photographing what interested me.
First-hand experiences cannot be taught in a classroom.” Reading about remote places
and cultures inspires him to get out and see places for himself. “People are my main
photographic interest; I am inspired by the diversity of our human race.” Indeed, we
caught Mitchell at home in Australia long enough to conduct an interview for LensWork
Extended, then he was off to Indonesia for an extended period.
In fact, Mitchell will be leading a 17-day photo workshop to India in the second half
of November. He will take a group of just four photographers to Rajasthan, where they
will venture off the beaten path and experience the heart of the culture. “After arriving
in Delhi and going through Jaipur (the capital of Rajasthan) we will be based for 4 to
5 days (each) in the towns of Bundi, Chittor and Jodhpur. The focus is to visit the surrounding areas and the traditional Rajasthani villages, which are the heart and soul of
Rajasthan.” Rather than move as an entourage, Mitchell will take only one person or
couple at a time into each village. Mindful of the interest and curiosity brought about
by foreign visitors, he states that this approach “avoids overwhelming the locals, and
allows for an intimate cultural and photographic experience.” Private workshops are
also offered.

Mitchell Kanashkevich
Rabari
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Mark Griffith’s work as both a photographer and a workshop instructor has
demonstrated that he is one of the
contempory master printers of our age.
In this installment of our ongoing series
of video darkroom tours, we talk with Mark
Griffith about his innovative approach to improvising and building solutions to the darkroom
problems he’s faced over the years. We tour his
darkroom facility and take a look at some of his
unique and money-saving solutions to common
darkroom equipment challenges.
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Creativity Questions
comments from my experiences using
them in specific projects.
What can I do with this?
Everything is made with a purpose, but
the intended purpose is not the only way
it can be used. As I run across new ideas,
new products, new procedures, or new
paradigms, I habitually and reflexively
ask how I can use this new thing in my
work. Take, for example, Adobe Acrobat.
I first became aware of this soft ware
in 1998, when Acrobat was in its early
stages — version 3. Acrobat was originally
intended as a document-sharing format,
for use primarily in business, government,
and the graphics industry. Fine, but what
can I do with this? I was immediately
intrigued with its potential as a publishing
and delivery platform for fine art photography and multimedia.

But, art is the pursuit of questions. Art is
wonder. Art is inquiry. Art is a peek into
the mysterious. At its best, art is, like life,
asking the right questions — and the right
questions are so often more important
than the answers we find. Over the course
of my thirty-five years in photography,
I have invariably found that asking certain
questions is one of the most fruitful activities in which I can engage when working
on a photography project — particularly at
the beginning of a project. Come to think
of it, perhaps it’s even more important
when nearing the end of a project.

Our use of Adobe Acrobat as a publishing
platform for LensWork is an implementation of the soft ware for which it was not
primarily intended. That the soft ware
works elegantly for LensWork Extended is
more accidental than it is purposeful —
but who cares?

But what are the right questions? Clearly,
there is no single, universal response —
you weren’t expecting one, were you? —
but I cannot resist at least attempting to
offer some for consideration. So, here are a
few of my oft-visited old friends and a few

Here is another example: I became fascinated with photographing the blotchy
8
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Editor’s Comments
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) once complained
that computers were useless. He said,
“They can only give you answers.” Just
imagine his response if he were alive
today! We live in an answer-oriented,
Wikipediated, data-overloaded, information age. It is almost like science fiction
how readily information is available to us.
Answers are a dime a megabyte.
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patterns and cement aberrations in the
walls of Fort Casey, a nearby historic
military facility. I thought they might
make interesting abstract photographs
to complement my work at Fort Worden.
They did not. In fact, they were boring
cement walls that I quickly abandoned as
photographs in and of themselves. However, last year, in preparing an exhibition
of my Made of Steel work, I realized this
project would present better on a textured
background paper rather than traditional
photographic white paper stock. Pushing
this idea further, I realized it would be
a much more interesting project if each
background were unique. The answer was
to repurpose these Fort Casey cementwall photographs by modifying them
to be light, tinted visual backgrounds.
By asking What can I do with this? I was
able to use these images in a completely
unintended and unexpected way.

and then come back just a bit. I’ve always
found this sage advice in the darkroom,
where, for example, I’ll push an image
until it’s too contrasty in order to know
where I’ll find just enough contrast. This
is the essence of the “How far can I take
this?” game. In workshop critique sessions,
I frequently find that students pull up
short rather than push something beyond
its limits. Don’t be timid. Remember the
advice of Goethe: “Boldness has genius
in it.” If you’re going to make the trip
anyway, see it through to the very end!
The trick in this, of course, is not the
“going too far,” but rather the next step of
coming back just a bit. We need to know
that we’ve gone too far. We need to know
that we need to come back just a bit. But
how can we possibly know this unless
we push our ideas, our vision, our execution, our process so clearly beyond what
is reasonable that we can recognize that
we’ve passed the apex of excellence and
begun the decline into “overdone?”

In essence, I think this is a classic case of
not allowing our thinking to be limited by
definitions. I know what it is, but what else
can it be? How can I adapt it? With modification, what could it do? With every idea,
with every product, there is the potential
that it can be useful in unintended ways.
As a habit, employing this type of curiosity is a productive way to think creatively.

Some people confuse “How far can I take
this?” with a closely related question,
“What are the limits?” These are not the
same question. By focusing on the limits,
it is far too easy to give up too soon.
Rather than apply the brakes before you
hit the brick wall, accelerate through the
brick wall so you can discover where the
true limit resides. Some postulate that

How far can I take this?
It has often been said that we don’t know
if we’ve gone too far unless we go too far
9
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creativity has no limits. I would propose
that an important aspect of creativity is
discovering precisely where its limits are.
By this, I’m not referring to “shock art,”
whose purpose is to exceed the cultural
limits of good taste for the purpose of
publicity and notoriety, but rather as a
means of discovering the limits of your
thought process, your technical process,
and the unconscious, assumed limits that
are not really limits at all.

Philosophically, any given thing is perfectly unknowable because we can never
know it completely. Said another way, any
given thing is known by its relationships
with other things — and this is the trap
that thwarts creativity.
The moment we define a thing, we limit
our thinking about it. At the speed of
thought, we restrict it, box it, classify it,
limit it. But knowing this, we are equally
at liberty to redefine how we think about
something by recognizing our own
self-imposed limitations and asking the
question, How else can this thing relate?

What if I combine these two things that
don’t seem related to one another?
At its most fundamental, the process of
thinking is often one of classification, of
terminology and definitions, of positioning and relationships. Looking out my
window, I can ask what that creature is
on my bird feeder: it’s a bird, a finch, a
mammal, a flying, nesting, egg-laying
creature. Such knowledge allows me to
place it in a hierarchy of thought and
context. These observations are factually
accurate, but woefully incomplete.

A practical example: I often find it incredibly useful to wander through stores
that I would never normally visit. Walk
through a sewing center and consider the
tools seamstresses use. How you might
adapt them for use in your photographic
efforts? That’s where I found handheld
rotary cutters, Velcro buttons to attach
my cable release to the tripod, and
embroidery hoops that work perfectly as
frames for various dodging and burning
cutouts. I can’t imagine working without
the “centering ruler” I discovered in the
graphic arts supply store, or the air gun
from the welding supply shop. I’ve discovered the most interesting tools and ideas
in marine supply stores, industrial safety
suppliers, automotive supply stores, and,
one of my favorites, flea markets. And

The creature on my bird feeder is also
a consumer, and will, in its turn, be
consumed. It is a dancer; a singer; an
observer; a complex ecology of host and
parasite; the aural backdrop to my computer work; an offspring, a mate, a parent,
the current generation in a long line
defining its avian genealogy.

10
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this isn’t limited to products and tools.
I sometimes find the most interesting
ideas by reading magazines I would never
normally bother with. My local library has
hundreds of magazines, covering every
conceivable topic — well, and even some
inconceivable ones. I make it a habit to
stop by regularly and take a look, just for
the exercise of combining ideas that have
nothing to do with my photography with
my photography.

Pretend that you’re writing a blurb for
your work that will appear in a catalog, a
dust jacket, a press release, or a marquee
sign. I would propose that our audience
should be able to comprehend the context
of our project and our most important
point through the title, subtitle, and
a sentence or two about the project. I often
find that photographers write their artist’s
statement after the project is completed.
Far too often it ends up being an historical
statement about how the project came to
be. Instead, write the artist’s statement
near the beginning of your process, or
perhaps in the middle, and use it to clarify
the context, purpose, conclusions, or primary points you’re trying to communicate
through your photographs. The photographs are the message, but if you can’t
describe the message in a short sentence,
or a title, or a brief artist’s statement,
it may be that you are not yet sufficiently
clear in your own mind what it is you are
trying to communicate.

In one sentence, what am I trying to say?
Shakespeare said that brevity is the soul of
wit. It may very well be the soul of creative
and artistic clarity, too.
From time to time I’ll show some new
work to some unsuspecting victim and be
surprised when they innocently ask what
I am trying to accomplish with this work.
They are not insulting; they are genuinely
curious. I know I’m in trouble when my
answer is fumbling, incoherent, rambling,
inconsistent, filled with justifications, and
touched with a twinge of defensiveness.
If I don’t know what I’m trying to say, how
can I expect others to understand?

What if I were to come at this from the
exact opposite direction?
The universe is composed of the yin and
yang, the eternal play of opposites. Male
and female, up and down, left and right,
positive and negative, the illuminated
world and the dark inside our camera
box. If the world is a two-sided coin, isn’t
it unreasonable to think that the answer is
always heads?

With every project, I try to write a single
sentence that explains the project. If my
sentence reads like Faulkner — running
on for pages — I know I still have some
work to do, not with the sentence but with
the focus of my project!
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I photograph almost exclusively using
a tripod, so from time to time I force
myself to do work handheld — just for the
exercise, just to keep loose. I typically find
myself attracted to a photographic composition because I happened to see it from
a certain angle. So, before photographing
it, I’ll walk around it and look at it in the
opposite direction — like a golfer lining
up a putt — just to see what it looks like
from a completely different perspective.
If my instinct tells me it’s a landscapeoriented composition, I’ll search for
a portrait-oriented one. Wide-angle lens
versus telephoto, color versus black and
white, matted and framed verses handheld
and intimate, a single image versus a
series, physical print versus a digital publication, and (referring back to the beginning of this article) the question versus an
answer. Perhaps this is a reflection of my
early days as a view camera photographer,
but I often find it useful to turn the world
upside down and look at it from the exact
opposite direction.

But, in the interstice between inspiration
and full-on productivity lies that vast
wasteland of indecision. We know we are
on the edge of a project, but what is it? We
know this idea has potential, but in which
direction?
With every project, there is a framework,
a pattern of content and process, a flow
of ideas and visualization, a pace, a scale,
a scope, in short, a structure — hidden
at first — that is essential. Over the
years, I’ve discovered that a large part
of my creative process is to discover this
structure. Without it, I often flounder, not
knowing how to proceed nor what to do
next. Once I discover the structure of the
project, the rest is, well, not easy, but at
least easier.
For me, discovering the structure of
12
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What is the structure of this work?
As photographers, we work one shutterclick at a time. Often, we explore the world
this way, projectless, working randomly.
We all do this in one form or another. But
then, something happens. We see a subject
or an image, and a deep resonance appears
from nowhere. Sometimes this is a whisper from the gentle muses, sometimes a
bonk on the head that leaves us stunned.
We discover a project — one that may
direct our creative life for yet unknown
years. We’ve found our “photographic
turf,” as it were.

I think I am like most people in that I have
my own personal reflexive and habitual
ways of approaching certain problems. We
are creatures of habit. But, I have learned
that my habits are sometimes the impediments to my success. I’m not against
habits — I’m glad I don’t have to reinvent
new ways to tie my shoes every morning
— but from time to time it’s nice to work
against the grain.

Overview of

a project is best accomplished by spending
time with it — quality time, uninterrupted
time, silent time. Like good soup, there is
no substitute for patient simmering. I look
at the initial images. I think about them.
I pay attention to how I react to them.
I start playing with them — sequencing,
printing variations, listening to them.
Slowly — I cannot rush this delicate
process — a structural form for the
project starts to coalesce. I nudge it a bit.
The form takes shape. I nudge some
more, testing and experimenting. Then,
full blossom. I know such a description
is painfully fuzzy, but it’s the only way
I can describe it.

cold wind. And there it was, there was the
structure — in this case, a video, because
the sound of the relentless plains wind
was absolutely essential to the images.
Faded colors, simple faith. The project
simply told me what it wanted to be and
all I had to do was complete the work.

Questions and more questions

This list could, of course, be endless.
I suspect it is. I also suspect that each one
of us might have a different set of questions that manifest our individual creative
impulses. I don’t want my examples — my
questions — to be misconstrued as some
sort of authoritative list. They are my questions, ones that I’ve found useful on my
creative path. If I had more space, I could
explore others. Who has done something
similar? Where did they succeed and fail?
What is the work itself trying to tell me?
What if I changed the scale of the project?
How will this work be seen in the context
of contemporary life? What about in the
future? What am I missing? What have
I left unsaid? Where have I said too much?

On my personal website is a project
I call Hope Eternal. It is a short video
of still photographs of a North Dakota
pioneer’s cabin. This started as a pile of
prints, nothing more, nothing special.
I had photographed it “because it was
there.” (I’ve learned to just give in to these
impulses, with the faith that my subconscious sometimes knows better than my
rational self.) Years later, I was reviewing
my image archives and there they were,
whispering to me. I spent time with the
images, looking, printing, sequencing,
playing, fiddling around with no particular agenda. What would it be like to
live in this cabin? I could hear the wind.
I could feel the patient desperation, the
faith, the never-ending struggle to farm an
inhospitable land. The faded color, the dry,
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Picasso was right in insisting that the
creative path is one of questions. It is a
path that is best illuminated by raising
such questions. I know of no better way to
discover, to guide, or to deepen our work.
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simple suggestion from a friend put me on an indirect path to “The Akule.” He recommended that I photograph the dolphins that frequent the sandy bottom and coral reefs
of Kealakekua Bay on the Kona Coast of the island of Hawai’i. While photographing the
dolphins I often came upon these amazing schools of fish. Soon I was hooked.

The Akule

Overview of

The Big-eyed Scad of Hawaii

The word akule is Hawaiian for Big-eyed Scad (Selar Crumenophthalmus). Akule are about
six inches in length, and cluster in tightly synchronized schools ranging from several
hundred to more than ten thousand fish. They move with astounding coordination, and
when tightly packed the school takes on the appearance of living sculpture. As predators
approach and interact with the akule, the shape of the school responds as one body. It’s
truly mesmerizing.

LensWork

EXTENDED

Schooling is a prevalent piscine behavior that may reduce friction for individual fish, but is
clearly a defense mechanism. By creating the illusion of a larger mass, the school intimidates
and also confuses predators by offering too much shifting visual data. When observing these
extraordinary communities, one begins to question if the “individual” is the single fish,
or whether each fish is much like a single cell in a larger body. As seen in the movements
of certain flocks of birds, the schooling of the akule appears as though there is one shared
mind at work. One can’t help but wonder: how do they do that?
Although I have recently moved to Honolulu, it was while living in Kona that I photographed
the akule. Captivated by the behavior of schooling fish, I photographed them for a total of
four years. The project has two distinct time-frames and locations, however. From 2000-2003
I photographed while free-diving (breath-holding) in Kealakekua Bay. To find the schooling
fish I would first hike up a trail that gave me a view of the bay. Using polarized sunglasses
by
I could spot the school in the water, note their location,
hike down and swim out to photograph them. Eventually the schools disappeared — perhaps due to net fishing, or migration.
Several years later I found other schools in Keahou Bay, where I continued photographing
for over a year. This area has quite a lot of boat traffic, which required a different approach.
Free-diving requires surfacing regularly (not a good idea with power boats nearby) — so for
safety, and a prolonged look at the akule,Wayne
I photographed
Levinin Keahou bay with scuba gear.
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So, this project works into my twenty-year multi-faceted photographic study of the ocean
and aquariums that includes humans in water, marine creatures large and small, and the
wreckage of manmade artifacts. The subject matter is virtually endless, with plenty of
An additional 15 images are included in LensWork Extended #77,
mystery and beauty waiting
to be discovered just under the surface.
as well as an audio interview with the photographer.
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We tour his darkroom facility and look at some of
his unique, money-saving solutions to common
darkroom equipment challenges.

LensWork Extended is a true multimedia publication that dramatically
expands the contents of our 96-page magazine, LensWork — then
loads-in lots of audio, video, and “extended extras.” In the spirit of the
paper publication, the focus continues on the creative process, with each
issue oﬀering an engaging mix that only multimedia makes possible.
ISBN 1-888803-67-3
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I

’ve always thought that my culture — in
“Anywhere USA” — was quite uninteresting. Foreign cultures appeared more
intriguing and exciting. But once I stopped
and dug a little deeper, exploring some of
our sub-cultures, I found that many incredibly interesting people and traditions have
always been around me.
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I found those American Bikers to quietly
demand respect. Their appearance is rough;
each wrinkle on their weathered faces has
a story behind it. The pins on their worn
leather vests are proof of the distances
they’ve ridden and the places they’ve seen.
Their tattoos are worn proudly, as if part of
a rite of passage. Stained patches, each with
a different slogan, define the man for who
he is, or serve as momentos honoring some
fallen comrade.

One specific sub-culture that especially fascinates me is the persona of the old American biker. I’ve seen bikers my whole life
— heard the roar of their loud pipes from
my bedroom; watched them drive by on the
highway; sub-consciously conceded them
the fast lane when they dominated the road.
Hoping to learn more, I decided to ride with
them, talk to them, and photograph them.

LensWork

EXTENDED

These men were every bit as interesting as
I had suspected. Each one seemed to have
a sense of purpose, and wisdom wrought
from age and experience. While riding with
tinctly different types. Some were weekend them, I felt their strong sense of brotherriders, and some rode just for fun. But the hood. They were surprisingly accepting and
men who really caught my attention were kind, and most of them were more than
In speaking with and photographing hun- those for whom biking was more then just a happy to remove their sunglasses and allow
dreds of these bikers, I found there were dis- lifestyle: it was their life.
me to capture some true American Bikers.
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